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The opening of RTD’s new N Line to the north region on 
September 21 celebrated community and the possibility 
of making new connections at a moment in time when 
neighbors felt worlds apart. For high impact and visibility, 
we focused on digital media, broadcast and outdoor, and 
on-vehicle installations, layered across an accelerated 
four-week campaign.



RTD Website Presence
RTD’s home page was revamped to boost visibility of the countdown to the 
N Line opening. The N Line landing page garnered 42,085 unique visits 
during the campaign and provided customers with interactive tools to plan 
their trips and understand fare structure.



Digital Display Advertising
The digital display campaign drove traffic to our N Line landing page via local 
news, entertainment, and lifestyle sites sites throughout the region. In addition 
to creating awareness and educating the public about the N Line, advertising 
pivoted in the last weeks leading up to the campaign to advertise the grand 
opening livestream when it was clear we were holding a virtual event.



Social Media
By highlighting businesses along the route, safety requirements, promotional 
fares, and free rides. Overall, this campaign garnered 3,557,640 digital 
impressions across social media, digital display, and organic outreach.



Print Collateral
Some print materials were handed out through limited and socially-distanced 
outreach at major system stations, but they were primarily distributed 
digitally to local businesses and community partners. Providing these tools 
to partner agencies and community leaders helped to extend our reach in a 
year with few and far between in-person outreach events.



Print Advertising
Full page ads in local and community newspapers focused on the N Line’s 
stations, free rides and the opening event livestream and reached over 
250,000 people.



Direct Mail
The direct mail campaign targeted homes within a two-mile radius of the 
new N Line station locations and reached 40,000 households.



Outdoor Media
Billboards along the I-25 corridor north to Thornton announced the N Line’s 
arrival and generated 5,535,585 out-of-home views.



On-Vehicle Advertising
The purple wrapped trains were eye-catching as they zipped around the 
region, generating another 15,621,876 impressions over the month-long 
campaign.



On-Vehicle Advertising

Transflux

Bus exteriors and on-board transfluxes helped expand on-vehicle 
advertis-ing reach to 33,434,832 total impressions.



Promotional Items
Due to the pandemic, we held restricted media and ribbon-cutting events. 
Promotional items served as memorabilia to those present while brochures 
and ambassador booklets helped with community outreach and education.



Grand Opening Event
Typically our grand openings host thousands of people. This year, the socially-distanced, 
invitation-only event was carefully branded to maximize visibility during the livestream 
which gained 1,700 live views and another 400 over the first 24 hours.






